
 

 

 

Karnataka Bank, a leading digitally advanced Private Sector Bank with pan-India footprint, 
offers exciting opportunities for the candidates as Specialist officers to join its highly competent 
workforce to be positioned at its MIS Department, Bengaluru 

 

[Vacancy: Four] 
 

Qualification 
Should be a Graduate in BE/BTech/ Post-graduate in MCA from 
recognized University 

Experience 

Minimum 2 years of coding experience using MS-SQL, Oracle SQL Plus & 
PL/SQL,Postgre-sql, Java, react /angular and node-js. 
 
Advanced Excel, BI Tools and analytical skills. 
 
Expertise in writing ETL 
 
Knowledge of working in banking/financial domain, MIS Finacle will be 
an added advantage. 
 

Age Maximum : 30 years 

Nature of 
Engagement 

Regular  Officer in Scale-I/II Grade of the Bank with appropriate 
emoluments based on competence/experience. 

Place of Work Bengaluru or any other place as decided by the Bank. 
 

                                                         Job Description 
Co-ordinate with business analysts/stake holders to develop business requirements & 
specifications, develop complex optimized queries to extract the data as per the management 
reporting requirements from various source system.  Study the relationship between various 
data sets/source systems by referring to data dictionary or application front end, generate 
reports from the set/source system.  Co-ordinate with business team & prepare FSD. 
Performance fine tuning, troubleshooting and automation, monitoring of scheduled jobs, 
build & maintain data mart/repositories. 
 
ETL developer & Tester; 
Co-ordinate with IT Team to facilitate Infra requirement for the project; Develop 
/deploy/maintain ETL jobs Enhance and maintain data mart/lake as per the requirement.  
Build business logics through data transformation. Maintain consistency and integrity of the 
data and finally implement data strategy of the bank. 
Generate reports & dashboard using BI Tools, angular, react…etc, Implement the 
modifications/new requirement as per the FSD. 
 
Add new Databases/tables to be brought through into the DW/Mart. Writing new ETL Jobs, 
Incremental logic, Business Logic etc., to populate the data in the data mart/ repositories. 
Development of complex codes to build business rules to load data into target systems 
Develop standard reports and functional dashboards based on business requirements using 
the existing tools deployed in the Bank. 
Maintain business intelligence models to design, develop and generate both standard and 
adhoc reports 
Improvisation of Reports/ Dashboards with new product updates. 
Identify and resolve data reporting issues in a timely manner. 

 



 

 

 

 

HOW TO APPLY 
The eligible candidates should submit their detailed Curriculum Vitae (CV)/Resume* to 
recruitment@ktkbank.com on or before 28-08-2023 . CV/Resume should be sent through mail only. 
CV/resume received after the due date will not be considered. 
*CV/resume should contain all the relevant details such as date of birth (with age), marital status, qualification/s, 
experience (with job profile), training programmes attended, personal skills, current/ expected CTC, etc.) alongwith 
recent color photo of the candidate. 
 

 
SELECTION & APPOINTMENT 

Candidates will be shortlisted based on the eligibility criteria and will be called for the interview. The 
candidates will have to appear for the interview at Bengaluru or any other place as decided by the Bank. 
 
The selection will be through interview and interaction on the basis of eligibility, experience and 
performance (subject to duly fulfilling the prescribed eligibility criteria) and satisfactory completion of 
background verification of the candidate. Selected candidate will be appointed and posted to 
Technology and Digital Hub, Bengaluru immediately. The selected candidate is also liable to be 
transferred to any other place according to the administrative requirements of the Bank.   

 
EMOLUMENTS 

The compensation, other terms & conditions will be negotiated/finalized depending upon the 
candidate’s suitability & experience and market practices. 
 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
 In case of selected candidate, all the requisite documents fulfilling the eligibility criteria will be 

scrutinized against the original documents. Hence, the candidates should ensure that they fulfill the 
prescribed eligibility criteria. In case it is detected at any stage of recruitment that the candidate does 
not fulfill the eligibility norms and/or that he/she has furnished any incorrect/false 
information/document or has suppressed any material fact(s), his/her candidature will automatically 
stands cancelled. If any of the above shortcoming(s) is/are detected even after recruitment, his/her 
contract is liable to be terminated without any notice. 

 CV/Resume received without required information or not meeting any of the eligibility criteria will be 
rejected outright without assigning any reason thereof. 

 Mere submission of CV/Resume against this notification and apparently fulfilling the eligibility 
criteria would not bestow on him/her right to be called for interview. 

 The Bank will not be responsible if the candidate is not able to send the CV/Resume within the 
stipulated date through mail on account of any reason whatsoever.  

 The Bank reserves the right to alter, modify or change the eligibility criteria and /or any of the other 
terms and conditions mentioned in this notification. Further, the Bank reserves the right to accept or 
reject any application without assigning any reason whatsoever and Bank’s decision in the matter of 
eligibility, conduct of interview and selection would be final. No correspondence in this regard will be 
entertained by the Bank. 

 Any resultant dispute arising out of this notification shall be subject to sole jurisdiction of the Courts 
situated in Mangaluru. 


